
RESTITUTION AND QUASI-CONTRACT 
STEPHEN O h E N - C O S W A Y *  

The law of restitution has been defined by the learned authors, Robert 
Goff and Gareth Jones, in their classic work, "The Law of Restitution"', 
as "the law relating to all claims, quasi-contractual or otherwise, which 
are founded upon the principle of unjust e n r i ~ h m e n t " . ~  

The learned authors point out that the common law of quasi-contract 
is the most ancient and significant part of the law of restitution and take 
it as their starting point in their search for a definition of the law of 
restitution. ' 

Quasi-Contract Defined 
The expression "quasi-contract" has been used to give a legal classifica- 

tion to some of the situations in which persons have been held accoun- 
table to others which have never been adequately explained by reference 
to any other category of the common law. It is an  expression which has 
its difficulties and is known by other names and the controversy as to 
its juridical basis is far from dormant.' 

The indebitatus counts for money had and received and for money 
paid and quantum meruit and quantum valebat claims are often said to 
draw the rough boundaries of quasi-contract, although each of the counts 
might be used to enforce purely contractual claims.' For example, an 
action for money had and received may be used to compel a contracting 
party, such as an agent, to account, while the action for money paid may 
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be available to enfbrcc a contractual right of indemnity by a surety against 
his principal tlebtor. In the same way quanturrl rneruit and quantum 
valebat claims rnay bc deployed to rccover reasonable remuneration for 
services rendered, or, alternatively, a reasonable price for goods supplied 
pursuant to a contract in respect ofwhich the remuneration or price was 
not agreed. 

The  Goff and Jones View of Quasi-Contract as Part of the 
Law of Restitution 

GofT and Jones claim that quasi-contractual claims are merely part of 
the law of restitution, which is fbunded upon the general notion of un- 
just enrichment." They argue that quasi-contractual claims are those 
falling within the scope of the actions for money had and received and 
include the action to recover miscellania such as statutory penalties and 
judgment debts, such claims being part of the inheritance which in- 
debitatus assunlpsit received from debt in the 17th Century, of money 
paid, of quanturrl rncruit and quantum valebat claims, all of which are 
said by the learned authors to be founded upon the principle of unjust 
enrichment. ' 

Goff and Jones note that there are claims of different origin which are 
also founded upon the principle of unjust enrichment."hese are said 
to include claims in equity analogous to quasi-contractual claims to recover 
money paid under a mistake and equitable relief from undue influence. 
They note that some restitutionary claims outside the scope of quasi- 
contract are known both to law and equity, namely contribution and 
subrogation." Other restitutionary claims, notably general average and 
salvage, were developed by the Court of Admiralty." 

According to Goff and Jones, the link between these and quasi- 
contractual claims was hidden by the artificial barriers erected by the 
forms of action1' and they argue there is no reason why the forms of ac- 
tion should any longer obstruct a unified treatment of all claims fbunded 
upon the principle of unjust enrichment." They define the law of 
restitution as "the law relating to all claims, quasi-contractual or other- 
wise, which are fbunded upon that principle"."' 
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Quasi-Contract and Restitution 
Whilst it is difficult to fault the view that quasi-contractual claims are 

essentially restitutionary in nature, it may be misleading to argue that 
quasi-contractual claims are merely part of a law of restitution founded 
upon the general notion of unjust enrichment, if, in fact, quasi- contrac- 
tual claims are quite distinct from other restitutionary claims. 

Professor Winfield has observed: "genuine quasi-contract signifies 
liability not exclusively referable to any other head of the law, imposed 
upon a particular person to pay money to another particular person on 
the ground of unjust benefit"." 

Goff and Jones, criticise this definition." They argue that a definition 
which defines by excluding everything else is unhelpful. They note that 
it is impossible to tell whether such matters as salvage, general average, 
subrogation and contribution or equitable claims analogous to claims for 
money had and received, do or do not fall within that definition. 
Moreover, they argue that if claims are to be included which were not 
enforced by the common indebitatus counts, it is difficult to understand 
why the field should be restricted to monev claims. 

Is there, then, any basis for a restrictive view of quasi-contractual 
claims? 

The Core: An Obligation to Make Restitution 
Paragraph 1 of the American Restatement of Restitution provides that 

"a person who has been unjustly enriched at the expense of another is 
required to make restitution to the other". 

It is clear that in some circumstances a person who has become un- 
justly enriched at the expense of another becomes obliged to repay money 
or some other benefit to that other in situations in which the law imposes 
a duty to account per se. In  Moses v Macferlan,lb Lord Mansfield said: 
"the gist of this kind of action is, that the defendant under the cir- 
cumstances of the case, is obliged by the ties of natural justice and equi- 
ty to refund the money".li 

It would appear that in the circumstances contemplated by Lord 
Mansfield the obligation to repay which is placed on the person who 
becomes unjustly enriched at the expense of another arises other than 
contractually or by reference to any other head of law. 

Where, however, the obligation to repay in the circumstances of the 
case arises other than by imposition of law to remedy an unjust enrich- 
ment and is explicable by reference to an established head of law or equity, 
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it is difficult to to accept that such an obligation could be said to be merely 
part of a law of restitution founded upon the general notion of unjust 
enrichment. 

Lord Mansfield described the fundamental notion which underlays the 
action for money had and received. Lord Mansfield was propounding 
a juristic concept of unjust enrichment which, as a concept, remains valid 
today. 

The learned authors, Goff and Jones, express the view that a close study 
of the law of restitution reveals a highly developed and systematic com- 
plex of rules which are now sufficiently established for the Courts to 
recognise the general right to restitution." 

Whatever the merits may be of this view, it would appear that the 
Courts do not yet recognise such a generalised right to restitution. Lord 
Diplock has recently observed: "My Lords, there is no general doctrine 
of unjust enrichment recognised in English law. What it does is to pro- 
vide specific remedies in particular cases of what might be classified as 
unjust enrichment in a legal system that is based on the civil law."19 

Classification of Restitutionary Claims: Personal & 
Proprietary 

Before it can be said that a defendant has been unjustly enriched, it 
appears to be necessary to establish that the defendant was enriched by 
the receipt of a benefit at the plaintiffs expense and it must be unjust 
to allow him to retain that benefit. 

Restitutionary claims may be personal or proprietary, but most claims 
are personal. The law prevents a defendant from becoming unjustly 
enriched and imposes upon him a personal obligation to make restitu- 
tion to the plaintiff. 

A proprietary restitutionary claim may be either legal or equitable and 
may be asserted in relation to anything which is capable of ownership 
at law or in equity. 

Personal Claims at Law 
The most common form of benefit is money, the legal property in which 

almost invariably passes with delivery. Claims in money are nearly always 
personal rather than proprietary because the property in money, being 
currency, will generally have passed to the recipient with delivery.20 

The mere receipt of money is a benefit to the recipient and it is for 
this reason that restitutionary claims for money had and received are so 
frequent. 

18 Gofl and Jones, supra n 1 ,  at 13 
19 Orakpo v Manson Inbestrnenrs Lrd [19i7] 3 W L R 229 ar 234 per Lard D~plock 
20 M~l ler  \ Race ( l i58)  1 Burr 452 at 45i-458 per Lord llansfield 
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Because the claim is personal in nature, title is not located by virtue 
of the law of property but rather by imposition of law per se. 

It is apparent, therefore, that the obligation to repay the money arises 
in a truly restitutionary sense and it is for this reason that the common 
indebitatus counts for money had and received and for money paid are 
at the epicentre of the truly restitutionary claim. 

Proprietary Claims at Law 
At law, proprietary claims to land are enforced by the action for 

recovery of land and proprietary claims to chattels are enforced by the 
actions of trover and detinue. Where chattels other than money are in- 
volved, the plaintiff will generally have little difficulty in identifying the 
chattel claimed as his own. But where money is involved, the position 
is more complex because once the money has left the plaintiffs hands 
it almost invariably ceases to be identifiable as the plaintiffs money and 
may pass to a bona fide purchaser for value without notice who would 
defeat any proprietary claim brought against him. Not surprisingly, 
therefore, legal proprietary claims to money are rare, whereas personal 
claims to money are quite frequent. 

It follows, therefore, that a true restitutionary proprietary claim, be- 
ing one in which title is attributed to a claimant because of and to remedy 
an unjust enrichment, would probably exclude proprietary claims at law 
because in respect thereof legal title is generally determined other than 
by reference to any principle or notion of unjust enrichment. 

In other words, where the plaintiff is able to obtain restitution by asser- 
ting a proprietary right in some asset in the defendant's hands, he does 
so other than by relying upon the law of restitution understood in con- 
text of the doctrine of unjust enrichment. 

Personal Claims in Equity 
There is little doubt that the personal claims in equity depend for their 

existence upon a fiduciary relationship. The personal claims in equity 
involve actions by next-of-kin, legatees or creditors, where a personal 
representative has paid money to persons not entitled to it. They also 
include actions by beneficiaries under inter vivos trusts where trustees 
have paid money to others who are not entitled to it. In  this case, the 
personal claim in equity is similar with the personal claim in law for money 
had and received, save that it is dependent upon the existence of a 
fiduciary relationship. In Re Diplock," the Court of Appeal held that the 
common law action for money had and received was of independent 

2 1  [1948] Ch 465 
22 Goff and Jones. supra n 1 
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lineage from the personal action in equity, and accordingly, there was 
no reason why the action brought on behalf of the next-of-kin should fail 
on the ground of a mistake of law. 

Goff and Jones have recognised that the personal equitable claims are 
not part of the law of restitution because they are not granted for the 
purpose of preventing an unjust enrichment." 

Proprietary Claims in Equity 
Much more difficult to assess is the equitable proprietary claim. It has 

been argued that equitable proprietary claims play an important part in 
the law of unjust enrichment. The question is; does equity recognise any 
circumstances in which it allows title to the plaintiff to remedy an unjust 
enrichment, or rather, does it subordinate title to the satisfaction of other 
factors, so that if an unjust enrichment is remedied at all, it is only in- 
cidentally and unsystematically? 

It is worth noting that many branches of equity are founded upon 
distinct equitable notions of good faith with their own distinct policies, 
and where equity intervenes, it does so to support distinct equitable obliga- 
tions. Where equity exercises concurrent jurisdiction with the common 
law, it often started out with the same policy considerations as the com- 
mon law but generally enlarged the common law jurisdiction by expan- 
ding the grounds for intervention. Here the equitable rules are based on 
the concurrent but more restricted common law rules and both sets of 
rules are enforced by the same policy considerations and are generally 
directed at the same vice. If equitable proprietary claims have any part 
of a law of restitution founded upon the principle of unjust enrichment, 
it seems logical to conclude that such claims may be restricted to those 
areas in respect of which equity exercises a concurrent jurisdiction with 
the common law. 

Goff and Jones take the view that it is in equity rather than at law 
that cases are found where rights of property have been granted to pre- 
vent an unjust enrichment and they list those situations in which they 
claim equity has intervened to prevent an unjust enrichment." 

A real difficulty with this view is that the authorities tend to support 
the proposition that the equitable proprietary claims are enforced only 
in circumstances in which a fiduciary obligation of some kind is present. 

The House of Lords in Sinclair u. Brougham2' and the Court of Appeal 
in Re Diplock'" have held that before any claimant can establish a right 
of property in equity, there must either be a fiduciary relationship bet- 
ween himself and the defendant who holds the property, or, as a result 
of a fiduciary relationship between the claimant and another person 
through whose hands the property has previously passed, some equitable 
proprietary interest must become attached to the property. 
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This requirement to identify a fiduciary relationship beibre a clairnqnt 
can trace in equity was assumed to be necessary by the Court of Appbal 
in the recent case of Alun~iniurn Indu~trie Vaasen B. P'. u. Komaba ~lurninihm 
Limited."' 

(;off anti Jones are not persuaded that the requirement of a fiducidry 
relationship is either necessary or,just in this respect. In their view, dhe 
Courts should abandon the requirement of the fiduciary relationship and 
recognise that equitable proprietary rights should be granted to prevent 
a n  unjust enrichment. i 

1,audable as this view may be, the position seems to be that a fiduciary 
rvlationship must be found to exist before a claimant can establish a right 
of property in equity, and,  if such is the case, i t  would follow that ihe 
equitable proprietary remedy owes its existence to the law of fiduciadies 
and not to any doctrine of unjust enrichment. In this regard, it woLld 
apprar that the doctrine of unjust enrichment is very little concerned with 
proprietary claims at law or in equity and its boundaries may not extynd 
much, if' at all, beyond the cornmon indebitatus counts. i 

If Goffand Jones are correct in their analysis, the equitable propriethry 
claims would be founded upon the doctrine of un.just enrichment, and 
would presumably include those proprietary claims which arc clearly pot 
granted for the purpose of preventing an unjust enrichment. How, thbn, 
would it be possible to determine which proprietary claims are of 
the law of restitution and which are not? 
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This dilemna was highlighted in Sinclair v. Brougham." Whilst Goff 
and Jones have argued that the fiduciary relationship in Sinclair v.  
Brougham2' was created by the House of Lords specifically to prevent an 
unjust enrichment, such is mere speculation. It would appear that Sinclair 
v. Brougham2" is authority for the proposition that a fiduciary relation- 
ship is necessary for the creation of an equitable proprietary right and 
indeed was regarded as such by the Court of Appeal in Re Diplock."' If 
this view is the correct one, it follows that the proprietary claim came 
into existence as a result of the fiduciary relationship between the 
depositors and the directors of the society and not as a means to remedy 
an otherwise unjust enrichment. 

Are Quasi-Contractual Claims Sui Generis? 
These difficulties militate against any easy acceptance of the view ex- 

pressed by Goff and Jones that the whole of restitution is founded upon 
the general notion of unjust enrichment. 

Professor Stoljar has expressed the view that unjust enrichment is not 
satisfactory as a theory because it may sometimes go without legal redress, 
and that it includes the recovery of all kinds of property." Such is the 
scheme of the ,4merican Law Institute's restatement of restitution which 
proposes a fundamental reorganisation of private law into tort, contract 
and restitution, the latter incorporating all rules concerning the return 
of property, whether previously part of tort or part of equity. 

Professor Stoljar has argued that the recovery of money has its own 
problems and particular peculiarities. '' Not only does the manner or oc- 
casion of paying money differ greatly from that of transferring land or 
goods, but the recovery of money can never operate in specie or in rem. 
In his view, "quasi-contract" is a useful term because it has long been 
associated with the classical money counts. H e  notes that many of the 
rules which have traditionally formed part of quasi-contract may 
sometimes inter-relate and overlap with purely contractual claims. 

If the position is that the true restitutionary claims are confined to the 
money counts, there may well be merit in persevering with the generic 
term "quasi-contract". 
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Conclusion ~ 
Tlic Goff and Jnncs classification of rcstitutionary claims'' quilte 

cleliberately includes those claims well outside the scope of the comrndn 
indebitatus counts for money had and received and for money paid. In 
ortlcr to explain the inclusion of those claims in the classification, it w$s 
ricccssary for the learned authors to promulgate a notion 01. the law of 
restitution which ex necessitate was not restricted to the rnoney countsl" 

The learned authors point out that those who have in the past attemp- 
trd to classify quasi-contracts have gcncrally done so in terrns of remedk. 
M'hrrr there is a remedy, there is a means of redressing or preventi$g 
thc infringement of a right. The  existence of a remedy assumes that a 
r.iglit has, or is about to I)e, infringed and that the requirernents of prb- 
cedural law are satisfied. I 

The  learned authors note that a classification in terms of remedy i s  
unrcvealing because it tells us nothing about why or when the plaintkff 
rriay be entitled to recover and is harmful because the expression "qua$i- 
contract" conjures up  an image of the implied contract theory, whichis 
;I meaningless, irrelevant and misleading anachronism. 

In this writer's opinion, Goff andJonesl  criticism of attempts to classilfy 
restitutionary claims in terms of remedy are wholly justified. In particuldr, 
such a classification may well hinder the rational development of a gene$ 
doctrine of the law of restitution in English law which must inevitaqly 
come to pass. I 

7 I he object of this paper, however, is to question whether the b o d -  
daries of restitution do, in fact, extend beyond those restitutionary clai&s 
stemming from the indebitatus counts for money had and received a/d 
for money paid and from quantum meruit and quantum valebat clai "t. 

It appears from a review of thc authorities, that Goff and Jones' v14w 
that a general doctrine of unjust enrichment should be recognised in 
£nglish law has not, to date, been accepted by the Courts. 


